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ABB'l'RACT

'l'he study considers th!3 linear elastic analysis of a

grid floor with different boundary conditions and patterns

by stiffness method. A generalised computer program is

developed for this method in Fortran IV •

. Bconomy in the computer storage requirement is achieved
by partitioning method ~lRre only the required portion of the
overall structure stiffness matrix corresponding to the total

degrees of freedom is generated.

Series of analyses are made in this investigation to
I

study the effect of structural parameters ~'uch as width and
depth of grid member, sp acinr, of grid memb"r, different
arranljements of grid member and boundary conditions on moments,
shears, deflections etc. The value of' the ,;tresses obtained by
stiffness method are compared with those obtained by plate
method. l!'inally design charts and tables are also developed
f'or the easy and rapid analysis of grid f'loor.

Analysis of the results has shown that (i) the maximum
moment and shear occur along midspan members for square grids
with continuous support, while f'or corner-supported grid f'loor
these occur along support line (ii) the torsional moment and
bending moment change with the change of P, the ratio of'
bending stif'fness to torsional stif'fpess and the change is
more rapid in Case of torsional moment than the bending moment,-

(iii) the moments, shears, torsions and deflections of a grid
floor can be reduced sip:nif'icantly by decreasing the spacing of'

grid members (iv) the maximllinmoment and deflections as
obtained by plate method are lower than those obtained by grid
analysis (v) the moment and deflections can be reduced by
providing skew grids where the maximum moment, shear and -torsion

occur near the corners.



= Action matrix at ends of restrained members

= Support reaction matrix

.'

= Longer side of a floor

that correspond to the unknown disT,lacement
= Member end actions

= Portion of the matrix Ac corresponding to reaction
in the restrained structure due to loads except those

= Shorter side of a floor

= Aspect ratio
= Width of beam

= Sino<.

= Cos oG

= Depth of beam
= Joint displacement (in the direction of structure Axes)
= Unit flexural stiffness of a pla~e in the x-d irection
= Unit flexural stiffness of a plate in the y-direction
= Modulus of Elasticity
= She ar mod ulus

a

(in direction of menber axes) due to loads

lWTATIONS

b

bla
bw
Cx

[A'J = Action matrix applied at joints (in the direction
of structure axes)

[Ac1 = Combined action or load matrix (in the direction
of structure axes)

[AD] = Portion of the matrix Ac corresponding to unknown
displacement

[AE] = Equivalent joint load matrix (in the direction of
structure axes)

[~I]

[DJ



h = Thickness of the plate or floor
i = Member designa.tion
I = Torsion constant of a memberx

Iy = Moment of inertia about y-axes
j ,k = Designation for'two ends of..a member i
L = Length of a member
m = Number of members
m1 = Grid spacing in the longer direction
m2 = Grid spacing in the shorter direction
m1/m2 = Grid's member spacing ratio
Mx = Moment along shorter direction
My = Moment along longer direction
n = Number of degrees o£ freedom
nj = number of joints
go' = intensity of the external loading acting on the

plate or floor
= Rotation transformation matrix
= Over all structure stiffness matrix
= The partitioned matrix corresponding to the degrees

of freedom
[SRD] = A rectangular llUbmatrix of S that contains action

corresponding to the support restraints, due to unit
values of displacement corresponding to the degrees
of freedom.

[Sm] = Member stiffness matrix for member axes



[Sl''lD1= Member stiffness matrix for structure axes
V = Shear along shorter directionx

Vy = Shear along longer direction
w - Vertical deflection of a point on the plate or floor
x ,y,z = Structure oriented axes
x ,Y ,Z = Member oriented axesm m m
a = The angle through which member axes are roted from

the structure axes
1.I = Poisson's ratio
ax = Rotation of the jO~lt in the x-sense
a - Rotation of the joint in the y-sensey

p = Ratio of bending stiffness to torsional stiffness
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CHAI'TER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

A grid floor may be defined as
interconnected beam and slab members. It is useful in framing
a large column free space. Whether the beams of a grid are
simply supported or fixed there is a two-way distribution of
applied load occurs. When a load is applied on a grid system
the load is shared by the beams. The stiffer member carries
the greater portion of the load. Since the load is shared
by the beams in the two directions the two way system i.e
grid floor is a structurally efficient system. Increasing
the number of grid i.e reducing the spacing, the stresses
in the different members are much reduced and hence smaller
section of the beams aI'erequired.

Grid floor systems are generally found in industrial
buildings, sports hall, churches, library room, assembly,
exhibition centre and in bridge deck construction. The
modern trend in construction is to build grid frame work
in developing cities, particularly for office buildings.
The beam-column system is often replaced l,y grid floor
system in the more developed areas. The architectural
beauty, efficiency and above all the prestige associated
with grid floor, have in recent years, increased the rate
of construction of grid floor allover the world. The span
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covered by a plane grid floor system ranges from 30 ft
to 100 ft. The pattern of griders and cross beams, familiar
in bridge construction is a representation of grid-frame work.

Most solutions of the problem of grid floor analysis
are based on the assumption that the torsional resistance of
the grid elements can be neglected. Composite grid floor
display torsional rigidity owing to the composite action
of the slab with the supporting grid beams. The torsional
rigidity may be ignored with bridge structures made of
steel girders and possessing no reinforced concrete bridge
deck. But with monolithic concrete structure in building
floor or bridge floor, the rigidity in torsion becomes more
important and it should not be neglected.

The structural behaviour of actual grid structures lie
in between those of the torsionally stiff case and torsionless
case. In the early stage, the analysis of grid problems Was
based on end-deformation in which the deflections are equated
at each node for each of the beams meeting at the node.
Later on, an approximate method was developed based on the
analogy between a grid system and an orthotropic plate.

In 1946, a solution for orthotropic plates of negli-
gible torsional rigidity was given by Gu,yony.(4). Guyon y.(5)

also gave a similar solution for isotropic plates. Later on,
Massonet(9) derived generally valid governing equation of
the orthotropic plate from the principles given by Guyon
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which include the effect of torsion. This governing equation
of the equivalent orthotropic plate was then solved for
deflections, moments and shears at ~he different points
by converting the load into Fourier series. The governing
equation can also be solved by finite difference method.
But these approximate methods are very complicated and time
consuming and may not be applied easily for design purpose.
Thus for design purpo!1es, these methods are of limited use
and applications.

In this study attempts have been made to study the
fundamental behavior of grid structures by stiffness method
of analysis.

1.2 TYpes of Grid Floor

Various types of plane grid struc'tures are used in
civil engineering practice. Fig. 1.1 illustrates the usual
two-way, three-way or four-way grid configurations as shown
by Makowski (8).

The most popular is a rectangular grid in which the
intersecting elements are perpendicular to each other and
to the supporting walls.

The diagonal grid or skew grid consists of beams
forming an oblique angle with the walls. This type is often
used because of its greater ri~idity which leads to a
substantial reduction in the deflections.
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The fundamental dif'ference between diagonal and
rectangular grids is that in the former the beams are of
varying length and therefore even if all the beams are
of the same cross-sectional dimension and have the same
flexural rigidity EI, their relative stiffness EI/L
varies very considerably.

As a rule, the three-way grids have been used for
larger spans or when large concentrated loads are applied.
The stress distribution in three-way grids is more even
than in the two-way ones. But as they use more materials,
in an attempt to economise, sometimes a mixed system is
used in which the normal three-way configuration is simpli-
fied by omitting every second member and producing a
structure which bec'omes a ,combination of equilateral
triangles and regular hexagons.

A further simplification will lead to a hexagonal
grid. However, this type is rarely used, and then mainly
as an architectural feature.

The four-way grids are combinations or superpositions
of the rectangular and diagonal grids. 1'here are a few
examples of such applications in actual practice.

1.3 Objective of the W~

The objectives of this work are

a) To develop a generalised computer program in
Fortran IV for grid structures based on stiffness
method.
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b) To determine the internal forces such as moment,
shear, torsion for a grid floor system by stiffness
method.

e) To study the effect of width, depth and spacing
of grid members, different arrangements of grid
members and boundary conditions on moments,shears,
deflections etc.

d) To develop tables, charts and curves for the
solution of grid p~oblems.

These results may be applied for rapid analysis
and design of grid floors.
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CHAPTER 2.

REVIEW OF DH'FERENT EXISTING METHODS O:F ANALYSIS

2.1 Introduction

Development of an ar.lalyticalprocedure requires
appropriate representation of grid floor behavior under
load. In this chapter' revi'3w is made of the existing
available methods as used in the analysis of the grid
floor structure.

2.2 Deflection Method (No Torsion)

In this method the deflections at all the intersec-
ting points or nodal points are equated at each nodal
point of the grid structure. Salvadori and Levy(10) assumed
that upper beam systems rest on lower beam systems.and
both the beam systems are simply supported. The method is
described briefly in the following:

Consider a simple grid having a nodal joint at the
mid span only (Fig. 2.1). Under the action of the load P;

A

X i/ L2/2@/r
Fig. 2.1

T\



the deflection wk at the
simply supported beam due to

Table 2.1, which is taken from Salvadori and
table gives

(P-X)L~.,48EI1

P

1+(L2/L1)3(I1/I2)
X ••

8

beam 1 deflects and carries down beam 2, which exerts

The evaluation of the reactions of grid systems is

an upward reaction X on beam 1. Hence, beam 2 carries a
lo'adX and beam 1 a load of P-X. The midspan deflections
w1 and w2 of the two beame are equal. Hence indicating
the moment of inertia of two beams by 11 and 12 and assuming
that the beams are made of the same material

by conventional method.

From which

Now bending moment and shear force of each beam is analysed

evenly spaced point k of a

facilitated by
Levy(10). This

a unit load applied at one of these points, say the point i.

In this table 'n' is the number of subdivisions in the beam.
In this respect it must be remembered that the influence
coefficient wk due to a unit load at i is equal to the Wi
due to unit load at k.
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Table 2.1 Deflection at point "k" due to unit load applied
at "i".

w at k•• Unit load applied at i •• Factorn
l3/E11 2 3 4 5

2 1 1 1/48
.. 1 S,.

3 1/486
2 7 8

1 9

4 2 . 11 16 1/768

3 7 11 9 .

i
!

1 32

2 45 '12
5 1/3750

3 40 68 72

4 23 40 45 32

1 25

2 38 64

6 3 39 69 81 1/3888

4 31 56 69 64

5 17 31 39 38 25

• Table 2.1 has been taken from Salvadory and Levy(10).



(2.1)

unit flexural stiffness of the
plate in the x-direction

D =x.

w = vertical deflection of a point having
co-ordinates x, y

~ = intensity of the external loading acting on
the plate at the considered point.

Two-way grids are often of the orthotropic type in
which the berons running in two directions at right angles to
each other have different elastic properties. Orthotropic
plates are a special case of the general anisotropic plate.

10

2.3 Orthotropic Plate Method

2.3.1 Governing Equation for Orthotropic Plate

the general differential equation of the deflected surface
of an orthotropic plate can be expressed as follows:

The main advantages of this method is that, having
determined the general equation of deflected surface of
the equivalent plate, it is easy through successive diffe-
rentations to obtain general experessions for shears and
momentsfol':>.ilny.pointdenoted by the co-ordinates x and y.

Timoshenko and WOinowSkY-Krieger(11) showed that

where



plate in the y-direction.

II '" Poisson's ratio

Dyx '"24(1+ ll")

= D' + D' + 2(D + D )x Y xy yx

E h3x

2H

axes x and y.
of the plate along two mutually perpendicular

D' =IlDx x

1 1

E h3
D c Y = unit flexural stifi"ness of the
y 12(1-l)

Dxy C

D' "'IlDY Y

E ,E '" the moduli of elasticity of the materialx y

h '"thickness o:f the plate

unit length in the x or y directions. To obtain the actual
moment or shear in the beams of the grid, one has to
multiply these expressions by the appropriate spacing of
the grid beams. The bending moment in the x-direction for



( 2.2)

(2.4)

(2.6)

1 2

al'1v
•• --"- +ay

a2wI'1xyc 2Dxy axay

~ ••- 2Dyx

plate is given by

4 21'1 ••- (D + D' a w)x x . x
~ax

and in the y-direction

2 a2w1'1 c - (D a w + D' )Y Y ay2 Y ax2

For the torsional moment in the x-direction

and in the y-directioll

For shear forces

The above governing equation and the expressions for
forces can be easily modified to develop equivalent expre-
ssions for two-way grids. Fig. 2.2 illustrates a typical
layout of a rectangular two-way grid consisting oi' two



x

Longitudinal axis
of the' beamparallel
to y

b1 Mxy

LongitUdiilal axis,
of the beamparallel.
to x

( b)

Myx Mxy

Ie}
Fig. 2.2 Grid floor idealization.

~¥-_P1:F1>1
y lol

b

,
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groups of beams running parallel to the sides of the
opening covering an area axb. If the spacing of the beams
running in the x-direction is b1 and their flexural rigidity
is EIx then an equivalent slab replacing the grid would
have a unit flexural rigidity

Similarly for the y-direction

EI.• -.::L
El-t

If the beams are rigidly interconnected at their nodes,
then the torsional moment in the x-direction for the equi-
valent slab, collecting over the strip of width b1 will
be b1• M • Similarly the torsional moment resisted by. xy

the beam running in the direction parallel to y-axis will
be El-tMyx• The torsional moment is related to the angle of
twisting of plates by the following equations.

Mxyb1 ••°1 a~:£Cay

and Myxa1 .iL= °2 axay

where 01 and 02 are the torsional rigidities of the beam
in the x and y direction respectively.



( 2.8)= qo
4a w
a?

••D
yx

+ (

tion of the deflected surface becomes

2.3.2 Methods of Solution of the Plate Equation

Navier showed that the vertical deflection w at any

a systematic approach. The most powerful such method uses the

1 5

The most common method. for the solution of the gover-

w.. L
mei,3 ,5••

<X

Therefore, for two-way ~rids the fundamental equa-

where

infinite series. This appro~ch, originated by Navier, offers

ning plate equation is the inverse method. The inverse
method relies upon assumed solutions of w which satisfy the
governing equation and the boundary conditions. Usually
choosing the acceptable series form is laborious and requires

as an important advantage the fact that a single expression
may apply to the entire surface of the plate.

point defined by co-ordinates x and y, can be expressed
by means of a double trigoncmetrical series.

Fourier series, where, once a solution has been found for
sinusoidal loading, any other loadin~ can be handled by

(a) The method of Fourier Double series expansion



(2.10)4
n D)b4YH +mn(

Sin 7TX Sin U16~ e. bw •• (2.11)
n6 Dx 2H !2.4 + -Z""2' + b4a a b

The use of Fourier series is only convenient for

In the case of uniformly distributed loading, go
covering the whole plate, the coefficient

where a and b are the dimensions of the plate.

1 6

usual to take m=1 and n=1 i.e only the first term of the

For uniformly distributed loading, the convergence of the
series is very rapid and for practical applications it is

series.

This allows the use of a very simple expression of
deflection, which then becomes

structure.

In practice grids are normally designed under the action
of uniformly distributed load and therefore the.expressions
given in egn. 2.2 to 2.? are normally used to find the moments,
shears, etc. at the different nodal points of the grid

rectangular grid with simple boundary conditions. When more

(b) Finite difference method
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complex boundary conditions are encountered t\le method

becomes more difficult to :lpply. The finite difference

technique has been uf,ed to advantage in solving the above

problem.

In this method of analysis, the plate is divided

into grids of arbitrary mesh size and the deflection values

at the grid points are treated as unknown quantities. The

governing equation of the p1nte and the accompanying

boundary conditions are expressed in terms of these unknown

grid point deflections as shown by Cusens and Pama(2). The

resulting simultaneous equations are then solved for the

unknowndeflections. Moments, shears and torsions are then
\

determined from the known deflection pattern.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORY OF STIFFNESS MEmOD AND ANALYTICAL
STUVY FOR GInD lfLOORS

3.1 General

The stiffness method gives a relationship between
displacement and forces at the ends of a member. Therefore
the joint displacements are first of all determined, from
which the member forces are found. The relationship between
the forces and joint displacement according to the stiffness
method is A = SD, where A = generalized force vector, S =

structure stiffness matrix and D = displacement vector.

The structure stiffness matrix S is developed by
assembling the stiffness matrix of individual elements of
the structure. To form the individual member stiffness
matrix S.m ,unit displacement one at a time is introduced
in the joints of the structt~e in the direction considered
to be positive and the holding forces are calculated at every
point. The holding forces due to unit displacement form the
element stiffness matrix which super-imposing forms the
structure stiffness matrix.

3.2 Analytical Study for Grid System(3)

3.2.1 The Grid System

In a grid floor system all the members are in the same
plane, the joints are rigid and the load8 are perpendicular



is in xy plane.

1 9

..~

L..•.'.';
oj'-"

ex and 6y• Displacement of. a joint may be
(w, 6 ,6 ) where the plane of the structur.ex y

are negligible. As a result a free joint of a grid is
subjected to a linear displacement and to a rotation in
the plane of the structure. The rotation is divided into

3.2.2 Generation of Member Stiffness Matrix

to the plane. The only difference of grid with other plane
structures is the direction of loads that are applied. As
the ioads are perpendicular to the plane of the structure
the members of a grid in general are subjected to torsion,
as well as to shear and bending. Since external loads are
normal to the plane of structure, the axi,l.ldeformations;

The structure lies in the xy plane and all concen-
trated forces act,parallel to the 2:-axis. Loads in the form

Z direction. The six possible displacements at the ends

two components
represented by

in Fig. 3.1(c). Fig. 3.1(b) depicts the member i in conjunc-
of member i in the directions of structure axes are shown

tion with a set of member-oriented axes Xm' Ym, and Zm" These
axes are rotated from the structure axes about the 3m axis

of couples have their moment vectors in the xy plane.
Fig. 3.1 shows a typical member 'i' framing into joints
j and k. The significant displacements of the joints are
rotations in the x and y senses and translations in the



k

[
7

2m

Y\ I
2 3

\
1/J

I b)

..

Fig. 3.1 Numbering system for a grid member.

Ia)
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through the angle .Ct •• The X -Z plane for each member inm m
the grid is assumed to be a plane of symmetry. The possible
displacements of the ends of member i in the directions of
member axes are also indicated in Fig. 3.1(b). The six end~
displacem~nt, shown in their positive senses, consist of
rotation in the Xm Nld Ym senses and a translation in the
Zm direction at the ends j and k, respectively. Unit dis-
placement of these six types may be induced at the ends of
the member one at a time for the purpose of developing the
member stiffness matrix [Smlfor member axes. The matrix which
results is as follows:

Gl -Glx 0 0 x 0 0L L

4Ely -6El 2El 6EI;y;0 ;y; 0 --Z
L L2 L L2

-6El;y; 12E1 -6El 12El[sJ- 0 ;y; 0 y
L2 L3 L2 - y

L~

Glx Gl
0 0 ~ 0 0L L

2Ely 6El 4EI. 6El
0 _JL 0 if y

L L2 L L2

6El;y; -~l 0
6Ely 12Ely

0 L2 L~ L2 L3



(3.1)
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The structure stiffness matrix contains the terms

Now this member stiffness matrix in local or member axes

/.

[srml" [R'.rJ lSml [RTI

matrix for the grid is given by

is transformed to member stiffness matrix in global or struc-
ture axes.We need.the Rotation Transformation matrix to
convert it structure axes.rhe rotation transformation

where R is a 3x3 rotation matrix expressed in terms of

Having the rotation transformation matrix on hand, we can
calculate the member stiffn3Ss matrix for structure axes
using the egn.

Table 3.1.

The member stiffness matrix which results from this trans-
formation is given by Gere and Weaver(3) as shown in

3.2.3 Generation of Structure Stiffness Matrix

for all of the possible joint displacement, including those

the direction cosines of the member i shown in Fig. 3.1(b) •

Cos a Sina 0 Cx G 0
Y[R]•• -Sina Gosa 0 •• -C G 0 (3.2)

Y x
0 0 1 0 0 1
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T~ 3.1 GRID MEMBER STiFFNESS MATRIl! FoR STRUCTURE AXES



thedisplacements at
K3

i/K2

-"'K1k .

Fig. 3.2 End-displacements for gri.',member.
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3j-2 " index for rotation in the x sense
3j-1 ""index for rotation in the y sense
3j " index for translation in the z-direction.

n", 3n. - n
J r

restrained by supports. As a preliminary step, the members
and joints of the structure must be numbered. The joints
are numbered consecutively 1 through nj and the members
axe membered consecutively 1 through m. The three possible
displacements at each joint are the join!;rotations in the
x and y senses, and the joint translation in the Z-direction.
Thus, the possible displacement at a joiilt j may be desig-
nated as follows:

The number of degree of freedom n in a grid is calculated
from the number of joints n. and the number of restraints

J
nr by the following expression

A particulax member i in a grid will have joint number j .
and k at its end (Fig. 3.2). The end



AThus the construction of the complete structure '~
stiffness matrix [S] consists of generating and transferring
the ,matrix fSrml for all members (1 through m) of the structure.
After the matrix rS] is generated, it must be rearranged
if necessary for partitioning. In the partitioned matrix
the left upper part of the matrix constitute the square,
symmetric matrix [Sn] corresponding to unknown displacement
in the structure i.e to the degreesof freedom. This matrix

o

j3 '"3j
k3 '"3k

j2 = 3j - 1
k2 = 3k - 1

j1 ••3j - 2

k1 '"3k - 2

Art. 3.2.2. Member i contributes to the stiffnessesof

In order to construct the structure stiffness matrix

the contributions of member stiffnesses to the structure
stiffness matrix. They are also useful for computing member
end-actions due to joint displacements.

in an orderly fashion, first, the 6x6 member stiffness
matrix in structure axes, r~u]is generated for the i~~h
member in the grid. This technique is already shown in

joint j and k may be indexed by the following expressions:

These indexes are convenient for the purpose of assessing

25

joint j and k at the ends of the member. 'l'!'cerefore,appro-
priate elements from the matrix [~J for this member maY be
transferred to the over-all Iltructure stiffness matrix[S]
through an organized handline of subscripts as given by

Gare and Weaver(3).
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[S] ••

is required to find the unknown displacement. The matrix
lSIillJis a rectangular submatrix oflS] that contains actions
cOll:I:'espondinr;to thesuppori; restraints, due to unit values
of displacements corresponding to the degree of freedom.
The submatrix[sDR]represents actions corresponding to the
degrees of freedom and caused by unit displacements corres-
ponding to the support restraints. It can be Seen that [SDRl
is the transpose of ISRD} The matrixls~ is a square, symme-
tric submatrix of[Sjth.at contains actions corresponding to
the support restraints due to unit displacements corres-
ponding to the same set of restraint~.Thesubmatrix[SDR] and
[SRR]may be used in analyzing structures having support
displacements.

3.2.4 Assembly of Load Data

It is convenient initially to handle the loads at
the joints and the loads on member separately. The joint
loads are ready for immediate placement into a vector of
actions to be used in the solution, but the loads on the
members are taken into account by calculating the fixed
end actions that they produce. These fixed-end actions
may be transformed into equivalent joint loads and combined
with the actual joint loads on the structure.
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0.6)

(~)i,1 = couple in the X sense at the j endm
(~)i,2 = couple in the Ym sense at the j end

(Am,)i,3 '"force in the Z direction at the j endm
(Am,)i,4 = couple in ~he Xm sense at the k end
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The loads applied at the joints may be listed in a
vector [A] , which contains the applied load corresponding
to all possible joint displacement, including those at
support restraints. The elements in LA] are numbered in
the same sequence as the joint displacements. The Fig. 3.3
shows the actions whieh may be imposed at a typical joint
k in a grid. The action A31t-2is the x component of a
moment vector applied at k, A3k_1 is the y-component of
the moment vector and A3k represents a force in the z-
direction applied at the j.oint. Thus, the vector A may be
formed in the sequence

Actions [~ILJat the ends of a restr;lined grid member
(due to loads on member) appear in the Ji'ig. 3.4. The end-
actions for the i-th member, with respect to member axes,
are defined as follows:
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Fig. 3.4 Loads on a grid member.
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a

(~L)i~5 = couple in the Ym sense at the k end

(~)i,6 = force in the Zm direction at the k end.

member i. Thus,

The matrix ~L is an array of order mx6 in which each
row consist of the elements listed above for a given

contributions may be evaluated as follows~

The construction of the equivalent load vector(~Jmay be
executed by the method rotation of axes. Fig. 3.4(a) and
Fig. 3.4(c) show the equivalent loads at j and k which
receive contribution from member i. ~'henegatives of these
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the

be

•••

Thus the equivalent joint load at a joint is cons-

[AD1= the portion of the matrix corresponding to

unknowndisplacement

[~} portion of the matrix[Ac] corresponding to

reactions in the restrained structure due to

loads except those that correspond to the unknown

displacement.

The expressions which resul t from this multiplication,

with their signs reversed, represent, the incremental,por-

tions of [AE]contributed by the i-th member.

tructed by suwning the contributions of all the members

meeting at the joint.

Addition of the vector fA1 and [AE}produces

combined load vector [Ac] • The vector [Ac]may then

rearranged if necessary in the form

where

3.2.5 Calculation of Results

After the generation (If the requircl.matrix is accom-

plished, the solution for joint displacement [DJ and support

reactions [A:RJare carried out.



(3.10)

Informations pertaininl~ to the structure were read.

in which [RTJi is the ox6 rotation transformation matrix
for member i, [s~i ' member stiffness matrix in member
axis for member i, and [DJJi joints displacements of the
member i.

The joint displacements D is expanded into the vector D
J

•

11ember end-actions in the grid frame is calcu1ated by the
followin~ equation
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3.3 Computer Program

In the previous article, the analysis of grids struc-
ture by stiffness method have been described. Utilizing
this method, a computer program has been written in Fortran IV.

A flow diagram showing the sequence of operation of the
program is presented in Fig. 3.5.

This information includes the number of members, the number of.
joints, the number of degrees of freedom and the elastic
properties of the material. The locations of the joints of
the structure were specified by means of geometric coordinates.
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In addition, the sectional properties o.f each member in

the structure were read. }'inally, the conditions of res-

traint at the supports of the structure were "read.

The member stiffness of e.ach member was generated

and then transformed and assembled in the structure

stiffness matrix. To reduce the storage requirement, only

the required portion of the structure stiffiless matrix

corresponding to unknown displacements was generated. The

structure stiffness matrix was a rectangular array consisting

of the matrix LSD! in the upper portion and the matrix

rSRD] in the lower portion.

The joint designations and the actions applied at

the joints were read. Similarly the member designations and
the actions at the ends of restrained members due to loads

were read. :Finally thn combined joint load vector [Ac] was

generated. This load vector was a column matrix consisting

of the matrix [AD} in the upper portion and the matrix

(ARLJ in the lower portion.

The joint displacement were calculated by the solution

of equations by Gaussian elimination method. These joints

displacements were utilized to calculate the member end

actions and the support reactions.



Calculate the joint displacements
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Read structure data such as no.
of members joints etc.=r----

!
Generate member stiffness matrix
structure stiffness matrix

___ 1
Read actions applied at joints and
the actions at ends of restrained
members due to load

Generate equivalent joint loads andcombined joint;loads

Calculate the support reactions and
member end actions

Read coordinates of joints andmember designation and properti es.

1
Calculate the length, the directioncosines

Fig. 3.5 Flow diagram.

...----_=r -.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS AND DISCU[,SION OF RESULTS

4.1 Analytical Procedure

The following steps were followed in the analysis of
the grid floor.

4.1.1 Member Idealization and Boundary Conditions

To analyze a grid floor problem by stiffness method,
the geometric boundaries and conditions at the boundaries
have to be properly defined. In this analysis, the idealiza-
tion of the grid floor as a grid of stiffness elements is
shown in ]'ig.4.18~ This grid may have a continuous support
.or it may have only corner sv.pport. The support conditions
are defined as simply supported or fixed supported. In
Case of simple support, each node on the support is res-
trained. to vertical displacement only. On the otherhand,
the three possible movements of the node i.e rotation along
x-axi's, rotation along y-axis and translation along z-axis
are restrained in the fixed support. The numbering of the
joints or nodes and the stiffness members are shown in the

4.1.2 Loading Used in the Analysis

Grid floor structures carry sigrrificant live load
along with self weight, which produces bending moment,



Fig. 4.1 Grid floor idealization.
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4.1.4 Analytical Model

and ~oisson's ratio of 0.25.
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and torsion in the structure. A total loadshear force'
of 100 psf including 1;heself weight was used in the
analysis. The loads are applied along each intermediate

4.1.3 Material Properties

But design chartsand tables were developed for concrete

joints except the joints along support line. This does
not affect the moment I and torsion but slightly decreases
the shear forces. The Fig. 4.1(b) shows the influence area
of the load per joint.

For the analysis of the effect of member's width,
and depth, spacing of members and support conditions in
this study, grid members are assumed to behave linear
elastically having a modulus of elasticity of 30x103 ksi

grid floor. In that case the modulus of elasticity was taken
3.6x103ksi. The Poisson's ratio of concrete was considered
zero. The results vary O-¥~ only for the PoiSson's ratio
0.15, which is negligible.

In this investigation the parameters studied are the
depth and width of grid member, spacing of grid member,
different arrangements of the grid member .:llldsupporting
conditions of the grid floor. The contribution of the slab
was neglected in the analysis. 1'heresul to: of the analyses



runs were given by vaJ7ing the data to incorporate the
variations of structm:al parameters. A list of different
data used for the analysis is presented in Table 4.1.

conditions was chosen. Material

spacing ratio m1/m2 equal to unity. The

support

member, the same GO'x60' grid floor was analyzed.
To study the effeet of width and depth of grid

presented in Art. 4.2.

Width of grid member was varied from 12 inch to
36 inches keeping the depth constant. Similarly,
the depth of grid member was varied from 12 inch

/'

to 36 inch keeping the width constant. Results of
analysis are presented in Art. 4.3.

by analysing a 60'x60' grid floor with grid

respectively. The results on the analysis are

properties were kept constant as described in
Art.4.1.3.Moment of inertia and the torsion
constant were taken as 1728 in4 and 2920 in4

37

member.

spacing was varied from 6 ft to 10 ft. The results
of the analysis are presented in Art. 4.4.

i) To study tho variation of moment, shear and
torsion, a 60'x60' grid floor ,d.th different

ii)

iii) Effects of the spacing of grid member were.studied

':-"

were utilized to produce design chart for different aspect
ratio of grid i.e b/a. To achieve this goal a set of computer
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Table 4.1 List of anal;)'ses performed for grid floors

Parameter Size of Spacing Width of Depth of I-lomentof
studied grid floor of' grid member member inertia

in !'t. memhar in inch in inch in4in ft.

Eff'ect of'
support 6Ox60 10x10 12 12 1728conditions

Effect of' ., 60x60 1Ox10 12 12 1728width and
depth- of' II II 12 18 5832grid member

12II II 24 13824
" II 12 30 27000
II II 14 12 2016
" " 14 18 6804
" II 14 24 16128
" II 14 30 31500.
" II 16 12 2304
" II 16 18 7776
II II 16 24 18432
" " 16 30 36000

Ef'fect of 60x60 10x10 12 12 1728spacing of'
grid member II 7.5x7.5 12 12 1728

II 6x6 12 12 1728
Comparison 75x75 12.5x12.5. 12 24 13824of' stif'fness
method of' 150x100 12.5x12.5 12 24 13824analysis witt
plate method 150x75 12.5x12.5 12 24 13824

I
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Table 4.1 Contd ••••

Parameter Size of Spacing Width of Depth of Moment ofstudied e;ridfloor of grid member member inertia~n ft. member in inch in inch in4in ft.

Design 75x75 12.5x12.5 12 24 13824charts and
tables 150x100 II 12 24 13824

150x75 II 12 24 13824
10Ox100 12.5x10.0 12 24 13824
100xGO II 12 24 13824
125xGO II 12 24 13824
100x100 12.5x8.33 12 24 13824
75x50 II 12 24 13824
100x50 II 12 24 13824

Effect of
angle of
skewness of
grid member

300 GOxGO 12 12 1728
450 II 12 12:. 1728

0GO II 12 12 1728 ,
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iv) The stiffness method of grid floor analysis was
compared with plate method for grids having
aspect ratio b/a 1.0 to 2.0. The results and the
comparison of the analysin are presented in Art.4.5.

v) The results of analysis for different boundary
conditions, aspect ratios, grid spacings are
presented in Art. 4.6.

vi) The effect of angle of skewness of grid member
was studied for a simply supported square grid
floor of 60'x60'. The an~le of skewness was varied
from 300 to 600• The results are presented in
Art. 4.7.

4.2 Effect of the cuppart Conditions on Moment~ Shear,
Torsion and Deflection for Square Grid

To study the effect of the support conditions on moment,
shear, deflection and torsion, a grid floor of 60'x60' was
chosen with different boundary cond.itions such as simple
support, fixed support, simple support at corner and fixed
support at corner. Tables for moment, shear and torsion
are presented to highlight the variation of functions along
mid span, one third span, one sixth span and support line.
These are presented in Table 4.2 and Table L~.3.The moments
are plotted against di:fferent span direction which are
presented in Fig. 4.2(a) and Fig. 4.3(a) and Fig. 4.3(b).



Table 4.2 Effect of the support conditions on moment, shear, torsion and deflection for square grid

Support Along mid span members Along one third span memberscondition 20-21 21-20 21-22 22-21 . 22-23 23-22 13-14 14-13 14-15 15-14 15-16 16-15
ISimple Torsion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -42.1 42.1 -15.0 15.0support

Moment 0 -214.2 150.1 -225.2 195.1 -220.1 0 -176.3 125.1 -199.9 172.9 -197.7
Shear 21.42 17.63

Maximum
2.93 2.58deflec-

jtian
Fixed Torsion 0 0 0 0 0 0 -15.0 15.0 -20.5 120.5 -8.7 8.7support.

Noment -185.0 -3.51 L19•23 -70.1 52.7 -77.8 -151.7 -4.0 .-12.5 -55.3 43.5 -61.4
Shear 18.84 15.56

I
l'Iaximum
deflec- 0.604 0.48tion

Spacing of grid = 10'
1 2Load per joint = 10 kip . 3 I. :.

-Units:
5 ~ IB 19 110 111 .12Moment and torsion in k-ft.

Shear in kips 13
. 11. 115 1-15 117 118 '19

-Deflection in inches ....., ,.
121 122 123



Table 4.2 (Contd •• )

Support Along one sixth span members
condition 6-7 7-6 7.•.8 8-7 8-9 9-8
Simple Torsion 0 0 -83.2 83.2 -32.0 32.0support

Moment 0 -28.8 112.0 I -91.0 133.0 -113.3
Shear 2.88 i
Maximum 1.55defle(;tiuTJ.

Fixed Torsion -22.0 22.0 -27.9 27.9 -11.~ 11.4support
I10ment . -63.7 1.5 4.3 -16.5 22.0 -22.4
Shear 6.21
Maximum 0.20~deflection

:~;~~>
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Table 4.3 Effect of the support conditions on moment, shear, torsion and deflection for corner
supported grid

9 110 1~

15 117 21

23 12~ 125

1 2 3 ~ 5 5

8

15

.22

~rid spacing = 10'
Load per joint = 10 kip
Units:
Moment and torsion in k-ft.
Shear in kip
Deflection in inches.

Support. Along mid span member . Along one third span member.

conditions 22-23 23-22 23-24 24-23 24-25 25-24 15-16 16-15 16-17 17-16 17-18 18-17

Simple Torsion 0 0 0 0 0 0 29.8 -29.8 23.4 -23.4 8.4 -8.4co;-p,er-:
support Moment 31.9 -134.6 163.6 -231.7 248.6 -274.7 29.8 -141.2 168.5 -245.4 259.8 -288.9

Shear 10.27 11.14

~laximum
deflec- 7.97 7.53tion

Fixed Torsion 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 -6.2 6•.2 2.5 -2.5 2.0 -2.0 Icorner
support i"loment -14.1 -72.8 72.8 -138.2 142.3 -167.3 -30.6 -68.4 62.7 -142.5 142.9 -172.5

Shear 8.6S 9.9
i"Iaximum
deflec- 3.24 2.98tion

.,

-::t:>



Table 4.3 (Contd ••)

Support Along one sixth span members Along support line membercondition 8-9 9-8 9-10 10-9 10-11 11-10 1-2 2-1 2-3 3-2 3-4 4-3.

.

Simple Torsion 56.8 -56.8 41.8 -41.8 14.4 -14.4 59.6 -59.6 45.8 -45.8 16.0 -16.0corner
184.31 -285.8support homent 13.5 -169.8 292.0 -325.6 -59.7 -252.2 195.6 -355.3 326.0 -378.0

Shear 15.63 I 31.20
['laximum
deflec- 6.31 4.62tion

-Fixed Torsion -31.7 31.7 -5.8 5.8 0.0 0.0 -151.2 151.2 -37.8 37.8 -7.1 7.1corner
support I-!oment -113.L -56.6 30.6 -150.4 141.6 -180.9 -360.2 49.8 -18.0 -123.8 130.1 -173.6

Shear 17.01 31.04
Naximum

2.27 1.32deflec-
tion

_.'.



Moments for grid floor with simplysupported corner.
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In the bending momen'c diagrams, there are break points

at the joints. These break points are due to the difference

in moments of the two adjaeent member meeting the joint and.

the difference in moment is equal to the difference in

torsional moments of the other two member meeting perpendi-
culArly to the joint.

Eor the grid floor analysed in this study the sum of

the maximum negative and positive moment for fixed square

grid is about 2~~ greater thilllthe maximum positive moment
for simply supported grid. This is due to the fact that a

greater percent of load is carried by torsional moment in

simply supported grid compared to fixed grid.

f'Iaximumabsolute moment for fixed square grid is
about 17.8% lower than that of simply supported grid and

48.6% lower than that of grid floor with fixed supported

corner. This is because deflections in the corner supported
grid are higher than those of other grids.

In simply supported e;rid and fixed grid, the maximum
moment and shear OCCur alonS central grid member where

torsional moment is Z'3ro. The moment and shear reduces

gradually towards the edge because, in the members located clo-

ser to edge such as 6-12, liig.4.2(b), cm~'vature of deflection

curve is smaller than in the central or mid span member 20-26.

On the other hAnd tor:3ional moment incrE..ases gradually near
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the edge and corner, because of the twisting of the grid
member •.This twisting resul i;sin torsional moment which
is seen to be most pronounced near the corner.

In the case of corner supported grid floor, the
maximum moment occurs along support line. This is because,
the load of the floor, is transferred to the support through
the member along the support line.

4.3 Effect of the Width and Depth of Grid Member

To ascertain the effect of the width of grid member
on moment, shear and torsion, the width of grid beam was
varied keeping the depth of grid member constant for a grid
floor of 60'x60' at two different boundary conditions (simple
support and fixed support). Results of the analysis for
various width of grid beam are swnmarized in Table 4.4. The
bending moment diagram along mid span and one third span
member are plotted in Fig. 4.4 to ~ig. 4.5(b). Similarly to
ascertain the effect of depth of grid member the depth of
grid beam has been varied keeping the width of grid beam
constant for the same grid i'loor. The result of the analysis
are summarized in Table 4.5 and in Fig. 4.6 to ]'ig.4.7(b).

It has been found that moment decreases continuously
with the increasing width of beam and increases with the
increasing depth of beam. On the other hand, torsional
moment increases with the increasing width of beam and
decreases with the increasing depth of be,-;;".The percentage



Table 4.4 Effect of the width of grid member on moment,shear, deflection and torsion for simply
supported square grid

Hidth Along mid span member Along one third span memberand
depth 20-21 21-20 21-22 22-21 22-23 23-22 13-14 14-13 14-15 15-14 15-16 16-15\-Jidth Torsion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -42.1 42.1 -15.0 15.0=12" !"IomEmt 0 -214.2 150.1 -225.2 195.1 -220.1 0 -176.3 125.1 -199.9 172.9 -197.7
Depth
=12" Shear 21.42 17.63Naximum

deflec- 2.93 2.58tion
Width Torsion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -ll5 "col IL" 85 -16.3E. 16.3E. , '~l/'=14" Homent 0 -:219.2 147.9 -223.0 1190.2 -214.97 0 -179.2 123.0 198.2 168.8 -1-93.75:Depth

I

I
=12" Shear 21.92_ 17.92

Naximum
deflec- 2.47 2.17tion

\~idth Torsion 0 0 ' 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 -48.95 48.95 -1?53 17.53=16" f-loment 0 -224.1~ 146.64--221.2 186.1 -211.1 0 f-182.27.121.8~ -196.8:;165.47 191.01Depth
=12" Shear 22.41 18.82

HaxilliUIn
deflec- 2.138 1.88tion

I

Grid spacinG = 10'
Load per joint = 10'kip
Unit:
!"lomentand torsion in k-ft
Shear in kip
Deflection in inch

13--n41f51fD

20 121 122 123



Table 4.4 (Contd •••) Effect of the width of grid member on moment,shear,deflection and torsion
for fixed ,grid

20-21 I 21-20I 21-22 22-21 22-23 23;22 13-14 14-13 1/t-15 15-14 15-16 16-15_.~.- .

Torsion 0 0 0 0 0 0 -15.0 15.0 -20.5 20.5 -8.7 8.7Moment -185.C -3.5 -19.2 -70.1 52.7 -77.8 -151.7 -4.0 -12.5 -55.3 43.5 -61.4Shear 18.84 15.56'-Maximum
deflec-r 0;604 I 0.488tion

width
and
depth
'width
=12"
Depth
=12"

Along mid span member Along one third span member

-:'\
I~?S_~~~.'-¥~-,.'

Width I Torsionl 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 -16.92116.92 1-22.661 22.661 -9.551 9.55-14"
-75.88 -150.31 -5.74 ,-12.67,-55.11, 42.0 -60.02- Mom~nt -183,21 -5.93 -19.39 -69,92 50.82

Depth I ~ 1 ' 15.61=12" Shear ,18.91
Naximum
deflec- 0.506 0.410tion

'didth Torsion 0 0 0 0 0 o -18.58 '18~58 -24.491240491-10.28[10.28=16" ,
Noment -181.77 7.99 -99.5 -69 .81 ~9. 24 ~74.20 - ~~:~ -7.26 I~12.80 1-55.05 40.86 -58.73Depth Shear 18.98=12"
l'1aXimum
deflec-I 0.434 1 0.352tion

,rl' ':..)



Fig. 4.4 Effect of th'3 width of grid member on moment
along mid span for simply supported square grid.
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Table 4.5 Effect of the depth of grid member on moment,shear, deflection and torsion for simply
supported grid

Depth Along mid span member Along one third span memberand
width 20-21 21-20 21-22 22-21 22-23 23-22 13-14 14-13 1LJ.-15 15-14 15-16 16-15

~~~~h Torsion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -42.1 42.1 -15.0 15.0
Moment 0 -214.2 150.1 -225.2 195.1 -220.1 0 -176.3 125.1 -199.9 172.9 -197.7Width

=12" Shear 21.42 17.63
Maximum
deflec- 2.934 2.58tion

Depth tI1orsion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1-30.0 30.0 -10.7 10.7=18" Moment 0 -197.9 155.0 -232.0 210.6 -235.6 o 0 -166.2 130.5 -204.8 185.5 -209.4Width
=12" Shear 19.8 16.62

, l'iax ilflum
I

deflec- 0.911 0.798tion
Depth Torsion 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 -21.5 21.5 -7.7 17•7=24" i"Ioment 0 -187.5 157.8 -236.5 221.1 -214'6.2 0 -159.7 134.4 -207.81194.0 1-217•1 IWidth
=12" Shear 18.75 15.97

I
I ~Iaximum

deflec- 0.396 0.346tion

~;\.

Grid spacing = 10'
Load per joint = 10 kip
Unit:
i"Iomentand torsion in kip-ft
Shear in kip
Deflection in inch.

13

20
14 15 16
21 22 23



Table 4.5 (Contd •••) Effect of the depth of grid member on moment,shear, deflection and torsion
for fixed grid

Depth Along mid span member Along one third span memberand 20-21 21-20 21-22 22-21 22-23 23-22 13-14 14-13 14-15 15-14 15-16 16-15width

Depth Torsion 0 0 0 0 0 0 -15.0 15.0 -20.5 20.5 -8.7 8.7=12" l'loment -185.0 -3.5 -19.2 -70.1 52.7 -77.8 -151.7 -4.0 -12.5 -55.3 43.5 -61.4Width .

=12" Shear 18.84 15.56
l'laximum
deflect- 0.604 O.L.t-88ion

Depth Torsion 0 0 0 0 0 0 -9.7 9.7 -14.0 114.0 -6~O 6.0=18" !'loment -189.5 3.7 -19.0 -70.4 58.4 -83.4 -155.5 1.3 -12.2 -55.6 47.7 -65.6Width
=12" Shear 18.57 15.42

Haximum
0.190 0.153deflec-

tion
Depth Torsion 0 a I 0 0 . 0 0 -6.5 6.5 -9.8 9.8 -4.2 4.2 ,
=24" I-loment -192.2 8.4 -19.0 -70.5 62.1 -87.1 -157.8 4.5 -12.1 -55.9 50.3 -68.2'tlidth
=12" Shear 18.38 15.33 IHaximum

deflec- 0.083 0.066tion
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Fig. 4.6 Effect of thE' depth of grid member on moment
along mid spo.n :for simply ~mpported square grid.
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Table 4.6 Percentage of variation of moment and torsion for
various depth and width.
With respect to ~ = 12", d = 12"

Percentage increase % of change _ % of change % of changein width or depth in mom"nt in maximum in deflectionat cen'f;er torsion at center
16% -2. ;> 10.3 -15.7

"d 33% -4.0 19.2 -27.03'M
H Width 50',0 -5.6 26.0 -35.8bO

"d 100% -8./, 39.7 -52.9(1)

+> 150',,£ -10.0 47.5 -62.7H
0
P< 200';'" -11,,1 52.6 -69.2P<
;::l
OJ 50% 7.0 -31.3 -68.9I»

. 100% 11.8 -51.8 -86.5.--l
P<
.~ 150% 14.7 -65.1 -92.9_CfJ. Depth 200% 16.9 -73.7 -95.8- _.

16% -2.4 1'i.4 -16._2
33% -4.6 2-1.2 -28.1

Width 50% -6.~; 29.1 -37.1
100% -9.6 44.8 -54.3
150'/0 -11.5 54.1 -64.2

'd 200% -12.8 60.2 -70.5'.-1 - .

!;b 50% 7.2 -33 .3 -68.5
"d 100% 11.8 -54 .1 -86.2(1) .Depth
K 150'/0 14.7 -67.0 -92.8'M
~ 200%

I
16.7 -75.6 -95.8

I
I

* Negative sign indicates decrease in values.
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Table 4.7(a) Variation of torsion constant and moment of
of inertia with the width and depth of grid
member

"lidth Depth d/bw Torsion Homent
jJ=M'b , 'd' constant of. wh inch J inertia~nc

I

36 12 0.333 16385 5184 0.790
30 12 0.40 12934 4320 0.835
24 12 0.5 9492 3456 0.910
18 12 0.666 6085 2592 1.064
16 12 0.75 4976 2304 1.157
14 12 0.857 3906 2016 1.290
12. 12 1.0 2920 1728 1.479
12 18 1.5 6085 5832 2.396
12 . 24 2.0 9'+92 13834. 3.643
12 30 2.5 12934 27000 5.218
12 36 3.0 16385 46656 7.118
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Fig. 4.7(a) Effect of the depth of grid member on moment
along midspan for fixed square grid.
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Table 4.7(b) Variation of moment and torsion with the p, ratio of bending stiffness to
torsional stiffness.

-
Grid floor with simple support Grid floor with fixed supportEI

jJ= GJ maxm.+ve
moment Coeffi- Naximum Coeffi- Naxm.-ve Coeffi- Naxm. Coeffi- I"laxm. Coeff-
at center cient torsion cient moment .cient +ve cient torsion cientk-ft k-ft moment k-ftk-ft at cent-er k-ft

0.790 195.6 0.0543 127.0 0.0352 175.5 0.0487 67.8 0.0188 44.7 I 0~0124
I I0.835 197.9 0.0549 122.8 0.0341 176.5 0.0490 68.8 0.019 43.0 0.0119

0.910 201,5 .0.0559 116.3 0.0323 178.0 0.0494 70.:; 0.0195 40.4 0.0112
1.064 207.7 0.0576 104.9 0.0291 180.5 0.0501 72.9 0.020 36.03 0.0100
1.479 220.1 0.0611 .83.2 0.0231 184.9 0.0513 77.8 0.0216 27.9 0.00775
2.396 235.6 0.0654 57.1 0.0158 189.5 0.0526 ! 83.4 0.0231 18.6 0.00516,

,

3.643 246.2 0.0683 40.1 0.0111 192.2 0.0533 87.0 0.0241 12.8 0.00355
5.218 252.5 0.0701 29.0 0.0080 193.7 0.0538 89.3 0.0248 9.2 0.00255
7.118 257.3 0.0714 21.8 0.0060 194.8 0.0541 90.8 0.0252 6.8 0.00188I .

, •• 4 "r~~'''.~'
I

~ ..•... ,
~,~~>

"" .....'-' ..
~
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Fig. 4.7(b) Effect of the depth of grid member on
moment along one third span for fixedsquare grid.
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of decrease and increase in moment and torsion is shown in

Table 4.6. The deflection decrease sit';nificantly with the
increase in depth of the member.

The increase in torsional moment with the increase

in width of grid member may be attributed to the fact that

greater width of beam decreases the parameter p , the ratio

of the bending stiffness to torsional stiffness. Similarly

the increase in bending moment with the increase in depth

of beam is due to the fact that the greater depth of beam

increases the parametE,r P • 'l'hevariation of torsion constant,
moment of inertia and P with the width and depth of grid
member is shown in Table 4.7(a).

The variations of torsion and moment with the P are

given in Table 4.7(b) and in Fig. 4.8(a) and Fig. 4.8(b).

I~ is noted that for a change of P , for simply supported

square grid floor, from 1.0 to 7.2, the maximmn torsional

moment decreases by 79.~~, while the maximum bending moment

increases by 23.8%. Similarly for fixed square grid floor

these values are 81.1% for ';;orsion;24.5% and 7.9% for

positive and negative moments respectively.

The torsion constant and moment of inertia for T-beam
sections have been given in Fig. 4.9(a) and Fig. 4.9(b).

Although the contribution of the slab in the stiffness

formulation was neglected, these tables can be used to study
the effect of the slab in the analysis.
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4.4 Effect of Spacinp; of Grid nember

The effect of spacing of grid member on the moment,

shear and torsion was studied by varying the spacin[, of

grid member from 6 feet to 10 feet for a square grid floor

of 60'x60' with simple and fixed support conditions. The

results of the analysis are shown in Table 4.8 and Table 4.9.

The moment diagram along midspan members is plotted in the

Fie;. 4.10 and Fig. 4.'11. A comparison on moment and shear

as obtained by computer an81ysis with the result as obtained

by proportionate rule is presented in Table 4.10.

It is observed 1;hat the percentage of reduction of

moment, shear and deflection is approximately equal to

the percentage of reduction of the grid beam spacing. The

percentage of reduction of torsion is significantly less

than the percentage of reduction of grid beam spacing.

This effect is due to the fact that in the case of

smaller spacing of grid members, the total load of the grid

floor is carried by a large number of members and hence the

load per joint reduces. Another point is that with smaller

spacing, the grid floor behaves more like a solid slab

having larger torsional stitfness.

4.5 Comparison of Results of Analysis by Stiffness Method
with Plate Method

To compare the results in between stiffness method

and plate method, the aspect ratio bla was varied from 1.0

to 2.0 for both the simply f;upported grid and fixed grid



Table 4.8 Effect of grid spacing on moment, shear, deflection for simply supported grid

J:lember AB BA BC CB CD DC DE ED EF FE J:laximum
. deflection

I Torsion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0tll-p,o
00, Moment 0.0 -214.1 150.1 -225.2 195.1 -220.1 2.934"'OM
.rl ~ .~. Shear 21.42c.!JO .

I - Torsion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0tlllf"\
p,'
tllC'- J:loment 0.0 -131.1 9a.5 -150.2 124.3 -155.7 142.9 -153.6 2.069II'OM

I
.rl ~ Shear 17.48~'rlc.!JO I
b Torsion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p,- 0.00 -'-87.7 62.7 88.1 -120.3 113.6 -119.1001.0 floment -107.9 -117.0 103.7 1.605II'OM
.rl s:1 Shear 14.61~'rlc.!JO

A B C 0
to'
~O'

A iB C 0 E
J7.5'

-V.5'

I

I

I
'" t:l 1'- IU E F

-+-15'+5'



Table 4.9 Effect of grid spacing on moment, shear, deflection for fixed grid,.

Member AB BA Be CB CD DC DE ED EF FE Maximum
deflection

,

I Torsion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0al-AO Moment -185.0 -3.5 -19.2 -70.1 52.8 -77.8 0.604til,
II'dbO'H I:l Shear 18.84I.<'H

t.':lo

II~ Torsion 0.0 0_0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Ial •
AC'- -140.5 25.9 ""'37.6 18.2 -53.2Ul Moment -31.2 45.3 -55.9 0.449II'dbO.rl Q Shear 'j 5.28I.<'Ht.':lo

I Torsion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0.al
A-tIl~ Moment -113.2 36.4 -43.1 -9.0 0.3 -32.7 25.3 -42.7 38.5 -43.9 0.358II'dbO',-iI:l Shear

1
12•8H',-i

I
t.':lO



{"lament of inertia for T-beam. (Su,ll'ce:Reinforced Concrete
Designer I s Hand book, Bth-ed, by Charles E Renolds &'
James C Steedman).
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l!'ig. 4.9(b) Torsj.on constant for T-beam.
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Table 4.10 Comparison of moment and shear by stiffness method
with the proportionate rule anRlysis

Support Grid ~UHSis bjYj Analysis by propor- Percentage
condition spacing s J. ness lethod tionate rule of varia-Maximum Coeffi Maximum Coeffi- tionvalue cient value cient
Simple 7.5 M 153.6 0.()568 165.07 0.0611 -7support

V 17.4$ 0.;388 16.06 0.357 8.6
6.0 M 119.1 o •()551 132.06 0.0611 -9.8

V 14.61 0.4058 12.85 0.357 13.6

Fixed 7.5 l"C 140.5 0.0520 '.138.75 0.0513 1.3
support M+ 55.9 0.0207 58.35 0.0216 -4.1

V 15.28 0.339 14.13 0.314 7.9

6.0 1'1- 113.2 0.0524 111.0 0.0513 2.1
M+ 43.9 0.0203 46.68 0.0216 -6.0
V 12.80 0-355 11.30 0.314 13.0

b/a = 60/60 = 1.0
Loading = 100 psf

• The coefficientsof the proportionate rule analysis are taken
for 10' grid spacin~l analysed by stiffness method.
Negative sign indicate lower value.
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floor. The results of the analyses are shown in Table 4.11

.and Table 4.12 and l.nFig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13.

It has been found that in simply supported grid

maximum moment as obtained by plate method is 23.4% - 28.~~

lower than that of the stiffness method for the above bla

ratio. In the case of fixed grid the maximum negative

moment is 2.1% - 3.2% lower than that of stiffness method.

Where as the maximum positive moment is 2.~/o - 10.6% lower.

The reduction of the moment in plate method from that of
stiffness method is aue t~ the fact that the plate has a

larger torsional riE;idity compared to grid floor.

In the case of simply supported grid, the maximum

deflection as obtained by plate method is 2~~ - 43.5% lower

than that of stiffness method. Where as in the case of fixed

grid it is 14.6% - ~'4% lower. 'rhe difference in deflection

between plate method and stiffness method decrease signi-
ficiantly with the increasing aspect ratio b/a. 'rhis

indicates that the plate method gives better correlation

with the stiffness method for the increasing ilspect ratio

b/a.

It has been also noted from the analysis that as

the aspect ratio b/s increases, the position of the maximum

positive moment in the longer direction of the grid floor

shifts from the center of the span towards the column strip

as shown in Fig. 4.14. In calculating the member end force

in stiffness method, deflections of the end joints gives
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T'a):>le4.11 Coeffi"c"Ients ot moment, shear, deflection for-different aspect ratio b/a by

stiffness method and plate method (simply supported grid)

Method b/a = 75/75 = 1.0 b/a = 150/100 = 1.5 b/a = 150/75 = 2.0

Naximum Coefficient r'iaximum Coefficient Naximum Coefficient
value value value

Stiffness w 9.93 0.086 51.73 0.143 18.65 0.162
method Mx 470~9 0.066 1422.9 0.1138 933.1 0.132m1=m2=12.5'

y 30.12 0.321 58.09 0.464 43.53 0.464x
V 30.12 0.321 39.74 0.317 24.95 0.266Y

?late Iw 5.607 0.049 33.637 0.093 13.96 0.122method r'i 336.8 0.0479 1015.0 0.0812 715.1 0.1017x
V :31,7 1),338 53.0 0.424 43.59 0.465x
V 31.7 0.338 45.37 0.363 34.68 0.370y

"

...,.

N = coefficient x q x a2 x grid spacing
V = coefficient x q x a x grid spacing
w = coefficient x q x a4/Eh3

where, q = intensity of load = 100 psf
a = shorter direction span
b = longer direction ,span a

m1 = grid spacing along longer span = 12.5'
m2 = grid spacing along shorter span = 12.5'

I. b .r

...-

{
x

---- y
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Table 4.12 Coefficients of moment and deflection for different aspect ratio b/a by
stiffness method and plate method (Fixed grid)

"

Method b/a = 75/75 = 1.0 b/a'= 150/100 = 1.5 b/a = 150/75 = 2.0
.

l"laximum Coefficient 11aximum Coefficient Maximum Coefficientvalue value value
2.079 0.0181 10.869 ) 0.030 3.739 0.0326Stiffness w

method 1'1~ 372.8 0.053 1009.2 0.0807 595.7 0.0844m1=m2=12.5' 1'1+ 166.6 0.0236 511.41 0'.'0409 324.3 0.0461x
r'I- 372.8 0.0530 701.0 0.0560 379.3 0.0539Y

Plate w 1.579 0.0138 8.752 0.0242 3.192 0.0279method
~I~ 360.7 0.0513 946.2 0.0757 582.9 0.0829
I'l+ 162.4 0.0231 460.0 0.0368 289.7 0.0412x
I':; 360.7 0.0513 712.5 0.0570 ' 401.5 0.0571

coefficient x q x a2 x grid spacing
coefficient x q x a x grid spacing
coefficient x q x a4/Eh3

where, q = intensity of load = 100 psf
a = shorter direction span
b = longer direction span
m1= grid spacing along longer span = 12.5'
m2= grid spacing along shorter span = 12.5'



Fig. 4.13 Comp8rison of coefficient for fixed grid.
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Table 4.13 Percentage of variation of the results by
plate method with respect to stiffness method

Support tlaximum Aspect ratio b/a
condition value 1.0 1.5 2.0

Simply w -43.5% -35.0",0 -25.0",0supported
M -28.5% -28.6% -23.4%x

V 5.2",0 -8.7% 0.0%x

Fixed 'if -24.0",6 -19.5",6 -14.6%supported
M- -3.2% -6.2',0 - 2.1%x

+ -,?5% -10.0% -10.6%Mx

My -3.2',0 '1.6% 5.8%

.Nega~ive sign indicate lower value with respect to
stiffness method.



Table 4.14 Moment along central grid members (longer direction) for different aspect ratio
b/a by stiffness method of analyses

r-iember AB BA Be CB CD DC DE ED EF FE FG GF
Ratio

12
I'

b/a= -373 12 -37 -137 118 -16675= 1.0

Ratio
/122 -701 204 -238 -56 12 -158 120 -177 150 -165 152 -153b a=100
= 1.5

-,

Ratio
.12Q. -379 42 -70 -80 51 -90 69 -61 51 -35 31 -24b/a= 75

= 2.0

;

A B C 0

,

A B C 0 E F G

! I,
I
I

A B C 0 E F G

, I

I I

b/a =2,0
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positive effect while the rotation of .theend joints give

negative effect. The fact that the position of maximum

positive moment in the longer direction shifts towards

'.column strip for aspect ratio b/a greater than unity,

indicates that the effect of rotation of the end of a member

on the member end force is less compared to that of deflec-
tion of the end joint of that member near the column strip.

4.6 Design Tables and Charts

To develop design tables and charts for square grid

the aspect ratio b/a was varied from 1.0 to 2.08. This was

done for both the simply supported grid floor and fixed

grid floor of concrete. The loading was taken 100 psf and

the width and depth of grid beam were chosen 12 inches and

",24 inches respectively. Naximum spacinG of grid member was

limited to 12.5 feet. The coefficients for maximum moment
and shear in the shorter direction and the longer direction
are plotted against different span dir-8ctions. J:laximum

stresses develop along mid span and it decrease gradually

towards the edge span. The results are presented in Table

4.15 to Table 4.20 and in :B'ig.4.15 to :B'ig.L,.29.

From the design tables it is found that as the aspect

ratio b/a increases, the coefficients for maximum moment

and" shear in the shorter direction increases. But in the

longer direction the coefficients decrease gradually with the

nu



Table 4.15 Coefficient of moment, and shear for fixed grid with different aspect
ratio b/a (m1/m2 = 1.0)

b/a Along L/6 span Along L/4 flpan Along L/3 span Along 3L/8 span Along L/2 span
Naximum Coeffi- l1aximum Coeffi- Naximum Coeffi- l"iaximum Coefp- Naximum Coeffi-
value cient value cient value cient value Clen value cient

N- 130.9 0.0186 306.1 0.0435 372.8 0.05300 x
• N+.,- 47.9 0.0067 130.5 0.0184 166.6 0.0236x
II

lJ"\ 11- 130.9 0.0186 306.1 0.0435 I 372.8 0.0530i:'- y
"- 1"1+ 47.9 0.0067 130.5 0.0184 166.6 0.0236lJ"\
i:'- Y
II V~ 10.32 0.1100 24.0 0.256 28.92 0.3084
a:l

"- Vy 10.32 0.1100 24.0 0.256 28.92 0.3084.0

N = coefficient x q x a2 x grid spacing
V = coefficient x q x a x grid spacing
where,

-y

I

I

I' b .1ml m'I. I I,! I

m;1mta

= 12~5'
12.5'

q = intensity of load = 100 psf
a = shorter direction span
b = longer direction span

grid spacing along longer span
grid spacing along shorter span =m2=

m1-

'0 .1it.
I•••••

.~':')I,"";:>' x



Table 4.15 Contd •••.

Along L/6 span Along L/4 span Along L/3 span Along 3L/8 span Along L/2 span
b/a Maximum Coeffi- Maximum Coeffi- Naximum voeII~- f'lax~mum voeff~- Max~mumvoeff~-

value cient value cient value cient value cient value cient

If\ M- 446.0 0.0356 873.3 0.0698 1009.2 0.0807•,,- x
II M+ 0.0147 0.0340 511.4° 184.6 425.3 0.0409° x,,-

"'- M- 429 .3 0.0342 629.4 0.0502 701.0 0.0560° y
If\,,- r-'+ 91.8 0.0072 153.4 0.0121 176.9 0.0140II

'y
<ll V 27.40 0.2192 49.38 0.3950 55.62 O.444Q'. x
p Vy 25.70 0.2056 36.21 0.2896 39.73 0.3178

I
M- I 334.1 0.0473 552.3 0.0782 1595~7 0.0844x

° H+• 154.7 0.0219 293.2 0.0416 324.3 0.0461C\J x
II

U"\ I -:'.'!- 130.9 0.0186 309.9 0.0440 379.3 0.0539~ ";/!
°M+ I 18.7 0.0025 68.3 0.0094 '.89.6 0.0124~ y.
u Vx 24.98 0.2664 38.64 0.4121 40.96 0.43.69<ll

"'-P Vy 9.52 0.1015 22.46 0.2395 26.99 0.2878

C\



Fig. 4.15 Coefficients 01' moment for different aspect
ratio b/a for simply supported grid.
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Table 4.16 Coefficient of moment and shear for simply supported grid with different aspect
ratio b/a (m1/m2 = 1.0)

b/a Along L/6 span Along L/4 span Along L/3 span Along 3L/8 span Along L/2 spanMaximum Coeffi- Naximum Coeffi- .'laxlmum vOe!'~l 1'1axllllum I\Joeffi-Maximum Coeffi-value cient value cient value cient value cient value cient
11 239.9 0.0341 417.1 0.059 470.9 0.0669x

0 11 239.9 0.0341 417.1 0.059 470.9 0.0669~l!\ • yC'-" V 8.28 0.088 25.44 0.271 30.12 0.321£ II x
" V 8.28 . 0.088 25.44 0.271 I' 30.12 0.321p Y

1'1 774.4 0.0619 1257.1 0.100 1422.9 0.1138~l!\
x

o • 1'1 1:39.7 0.035 555.9 0.0444 595.7 0.0476" " y
II II Vx 31.79 0.253 53.22 0.425 58.09 0.464ro
" V 25.92 0.206 36.73 0.292 39.74 0.317p y

M 557.7 0.0788 846.3 0.1197 933.1 0.132x
~l!\O My 106.2 0.0150 271.7 0.0386 311.8 0.0443C'- •
" (\J V 27.79 0.2962 41.07 0.4377 . 43.53 0.464£ II x
" V 8.45 0.0900 20.64 0.220 24.95 0.266p Y

.
M = coefficient x q x
V = coefficient x q x

2 0d °a x grl spaclng
a x grid spacing

where,
q = intensity of load = 100 psf
a = shorter direction span
b = longer direction span
m1= grid spacing along longer span
m2= grid spacing along shorter span

= 12.5'
= 12.5'
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Table 4.17 (Contd. •• ).

b/a .Along L/6 span Along 3L/10 span Along L/3 span Along 2L/5 span Along L/2 span
r-Iaximum Coeffi- 11aximum Coeffi- 11axi mum Coeffi- r-Iaximum Coeffi- !'1aximum Coeffi-
value cient value cient value cient value cient value cient

l"C 335.7 0.0745 371.83 0.0825 381.1 0.0846co
".0

• 11+ 175.55 0.0389 200.65 0.0445 207.4 0.0460(\J x
II

11; 71.9 0.0199 173.23 0.0480 213.1 0.0591~&5 lVT+ 11.3 0.0031 4 ') ~o. 0.0117 54° 0.0152" ,- •........ .vy
II

oj V 29.69 0.3958 32.21 0.4294 32.80 0.4373
"- x
.a V 5.76 0.096 14.03 0.2338 17.04 0.2840Y

~. 't- --. .-......---~~.•..
_~ 4r.



Table 4.17 Coefficient of moment and shear for fixed ~ri~ with different aspect
ratio b/a (m1/m2 = 1.25)

b/a Along L/4 span Along 3L/10 span .liong 3L/8 span Along 2L/5 span Along L/2 span
I'laximum Coeffi- !1aximum Coeffi- 11aximum Coeffi- 11aximum Coeffi- 1'1aximum Coeffi-
value cient value cient value cient value cient value cient

1'1- 384.4 0.0307 558.4 0.0446 620.2 0.0496x
a 1'1+ 136.4 0.0108 216.4 0.0172 247.0 0.0197•
" x

1'1- 441.6 0.0441 547.8 0.0547 584.7 0.0584/I

010
y

010 1';+ 182.5 Q.Q181 238.7 0.0237 258.8 0.0258"" y
II J1. 26.69 0.2135 37~19 0.2975 40.7 0~3256

,crJ x
"- V 27.47 0.2747 33.22 0.3322 35.15 0.3515..0

Y

Along L/6 span Along L/4 span Along L/3 span Along 3L/8 span Along L/2 span

1'1- 256.8 0.0570 341.0 0.0757 366.8 0.0815x
<.D ...
<.D '>.1 ' i 124.6 0.0276 177.8 0.0395 195.1 0.0433• ":lC
"
/I My 72.8 0.0202 175.9 0.0488 216.5 0.0601

010 M+ 11.7 0.0032 44.1 0.0122 57.1 0.0158a <.D' "Y

. "
/I V 23.64 0.3152 30.24 0.4032 32.16 0.4288x
crJ
"- V 5.76 0.096 14.16 0.236 17.28 0.2880..0 Y

~i..~j._

_31.1:-:-::" grid spacing along longer span = 12.5'
~~~)~2~= grid spacing along shorter span = 8.33'

",- ..
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Table 4.18 Coefficient of moment and shear for simply supported grid with different aspect
ratio b/a (m1/m2 = 1.25)

b/a Along L/4 span Along 3L/10 span Along 3L/8 span Along 2L/5 span AlongL/2 span
Naximum Coeffi- i'iaximum Coeffi- Haximum Coeffi- :r-IaximumCoeffi- Haximum Coeffi-value cient value cient value cient value cient value cient

0 I1 512.8 0.0409 658.8 0.0526 708.1 0.0566
•
'" x
II

N 589.8 0.0589 683.9 0.0683 715.0 0.0715o~ y
00
'" V 29.22 0.2337 39.78 0.3182 42.69 0.3415x

II
al V 30.26 0.3026 35.12 0.3512 36.67 0.3667"'-p y

Along L/6 span Along L/4 span Along L/3 span Along 3L/8 span Along L/2 spanw
! 0.1130

w
N 410.3 0.0911 509.0 543.0 0.1206

•
'" x

III
N 72.3 0.0200 172.0 0.0477 202.20 0.056101

0 yow
'" V 26.16 0.3488 32.52 0.433 34.08 0.4544II x
al .
"'- V 4.08 0.068 13.44 0.224 16.20 0.270p y

I Along L/6 span .Hong 3L/10 span I Along L/3 span Along 2L/5 span Along L/2 spanco
0

l"1 512.6 0.1139 574.45 0.1276 594.0 0.1320
•

C\J x
II

~f6
N 60.2 0.0167 158.7 0.0440 191.20 0.0531y
V 31.70 0.4226 34.13 0.4550 34.77 0.4636II x

al
V 4.97 0.0828 12.69 0.2115 15.30 0.255

"'-p y

~= grid spacing along longer span = 12.5'
m2 = grid spacing along shorter span = 10.0'



Table 4.19 Coefficient of moment.and shear for fixed grid with different aspect
ratio b/a (~/m2 = 1.5)

b/a Along L/6 span Along L/4 span Along L/3 span Along 3L/8 span ~ong L/2 span
l'Iaximum Coeffi- I'laximum Coeffi- l1aximum Coeffi- !'Iaximum Coeffi- !'Iaximum Coeffi-
Value cient value cient value cient value ciant value cient

0 11- 355'.9 0.0284 517.0 0.0413 574.5 0.0459• x
"' 1'1+II 118.8 0.0094 188.9 0.0150 215.87 0.0172x
o~ 11- 194.8 0.0233 429.2 0.0514 516.5 0.061900 Y .

"' 11+ 72.0 0.0086 186.0 0.0222 234.4 0.0281
II Y
m V 26.22 0.2097 36.36 0.2908 39.74 0.3179-yo

.•..••..
V 12.50 0.2999 25.99 0.6237 30.54 0.7329p y
I'Ij{ 94.2 0.0301 199.6 0.06380 235.4 0.0753
r'~ 40.3 0.0128 98.67 0.0315 121.1 0.0387

lf\ I-l- 44.9 0.0215 110.2 0.0528 136.2 0.0653•
"' y

~~
!'l+ 10.93 0.0052 34.0 0.0162 44.3 0.0212

YV 10.68 0.1708 21.96 0.3513 25.44 0.4070£ x
.•..••.. V 3.84 0.0921 9.84 0.2361 12.00 0.2880p Y I

I-l- 197.9 0.0633 249.4 0.0797 263.2 0.0842x0 11+ 98.76 0.0315 132.67 0.0424 142.21 0.0455•
C\J x

~~

!'Iy 43.85 0.0210 107.42 0.0515 132.63 0.0636
l1y 7.16 0.0034 27.60 0.0132 36.12 0.0173

II V 21.60 0.3455 26.28 0.4204 27.36 0.4377m x.•..••.. V 3.72 0.0892 9.48 0.2274 11.52 0.2764p
Y

.

~ = grid spacing along longer spah = 12.5'
m2 = grid spacing along shorter span = 8.33'

,
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Fig. 4.20 Coefficient of moment for different aspect
ratio b/a for simply supported grid.
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Table 4.20 Coefficient of moment and shear for simply supported grid with different aspect
ratio b/a (m1/m2 = 1.5)

b/a Along L/6 Along L/4 span Along L/3 span Along 3L/8 span Along L/2 span
Maximum Coeffi- I1aximum Coeffi- ~Iaximum Coeffi- Maximum Coeffi- Maximum Coeffi-value cient value cient value cient value cient value cient

.

M 450.7 0.0360 580.4 0.0463 624.4 0.0499x
°1°° I'1 331.5 0.0397 558.5 0.0670 637.5 0.076500.
'" Y.

II II V 28.77 0.230 38.84 0.3107 41.49 0.3319
ell

x
"- V 14.74 0.1768 27.99 0.3358 31.52 0.3782p Y

M 180.8 0.0578 298.1 .0.0953 334.9 0.1071x~:My 61.7 0.0295 123.9 0.0594 143.5 0.0688
II II V 9.24 0.1478 23.76 0.3801 27.12 0.4339x
ell
"- V 3.00 0.0719 9.6 0.2303 11.52 0.2764p Y .

I'1 310.6 0.0993 I '379.7 0.1215 402.5 0.1288x
10.0514° My 38.20 0.0183 107.3 128.6 0.0617°1° .° Lf'\(\) 23.40 0.3743, V 27.96 0.4473 29.04 0.4646II II x

ell
"- V 2.88 0.0690 8.64 0.2072 10.32 I 0.2476p y

m1 = grid spacing along longer span = 12.5'
m2 = grid spacing along shorter span = 8.33'



Table 4.21 Effect of an~le of skewness on moment, shear,
torsion and deflection

Angle of No. of Maximum Maximum Maximum Maximum
skewness members deflection moment shear torsioninch k-ft kip kip-ft

300 252 0.984 140.5 25.72 32.7

450 144 1.2'14 165.7 23.7 20.25

600 84 1.73 235.0 25.81 50.9



for the same floor increases the moment and deflection

."..
increasing aspect ratio b/a. This behaviour in the shorter

direction or longer direction is due to the fact that as the

aspect ratio b/a increases, the sharpness of the curvature
of aeflection curve increases in the shorter direction or
decreases in the longer direction.

4.7 Effect of Angle of Skewness of the Grid Nember on
Deflection, Noments

To study the effect of angle of skewness in grids a
simply supported square floor 60'x60' was mapped by grids
having skewness 300

, 11-50and 600• 'fhe results are presented
in ]'ig. 4.30 to l!'ig.4.32 and in Table '+.21.

From the analysi.s, it is found that maximum moment,

shear and torsion occur near the corner of the grid floor.

This is due to the fAct that in the skew grid the shorter

corner beams provide intermediate support for the longer

diagonal beams and thus carry more loads. This arrangements

reduce the midspan bending moments in the diagonal members.

It has been also noted th •.\tas the angle of skewness ~.
~

increases. This increase in moment and deflection may be
attributed to the fact that in a c;rid with large angle of

skewness, the total load is carried by a lower number of

nodes. Although the moment can be reduced by decreasing the

angle of skewness, thE' total number of grid members increases



with the decreasing angle of skewness, thus sharing the

total load to a higher number of members.

'ro compare the effici';ncy of 450 and 600 skew grid

floors, a comparison is mad,; between these floors and the

equivalent (same running foot of skew grid members) square

grid floors. The comparison is based on the moment area of

the grid members. The resul~s of this comparison is shown
in :E'ig.4.33 to Fig. 4.36 and in the Table 4.22.

The comparison shows that the area of the moment
diagram for skew grids is lower than that of equivalent

square grid by 5.7 percent for 600 skew grid and 7.4
percent for 450 skew grid considerinG the moment variations

at the joint. 'rhis percent aL;e changes to 8.0 and 14.0 for

the same grids considering the maximum moment at the joint.

However by using the maximun moment of the member the area

of the moment diagram for skew grids increases to 5.5% and
17.5"/0 for 600 and 450 skew grids.

The comparison of the moment of 450 skew grid by

stiffness' method with those as obtained by the slab analogy

is presented in ]'ig. 4.37. It can be seen that for a '+50

skew grid floor, square in plan, the maximum positive

moment at the center as obtained by slab analogy method is

7.9% higher than that obtained by stiffness method. While

slab analogy method un1erestimates the pO:3itive and negative

moments by 36.9% at the corner. e
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Table 4.22 l"Iomentarea for skew grids and equivalent square grids

Skew grid floors Equivalent square grid floor % of variation of moment area of
skew grid w.r.to Equivalent square

~._,- EridAngle Exact l"ioment l"Ioment Sp'acing Exact Moment l"Ioment Exact l"Ioment Momentof moment area area of moment area area moment area area usingskew- area using using grid area using using area using maximumness k-ft2 maximum maximum ft k_ft2 maximum maximum maximum ordinateordinate ordinate ordinate ordinate ordinate of theat the of the • at the of the at the memberE member joint member jOint
k-ft2 k-ft2

I
k-ft2 k-ft2

..
.

600 68122 74800 136422 7.5 72270 81374 102492 -5.7 -8.0 +5.5

450 66484 68770 123960 6.67 71792 79972 100560 -7.4 -14.0 +17.5

• Negative sign indicate lower Value.
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ClIAPTEn 5
CONCLUSIONS AIm REC0I11IENDATIONS Fon FUHTHER STUDY

5.1 General

Analysis of grid is complicated due to number of

interconnected joints. The number of equations to be solved

is thus very high. The grid floor can be solved by equivalent

orthotropic plate"method where the governing equation is

solved for deflection, moment and shear at different points

by converting the load into Fourier series. This governing

equation can also be solved by Finite difference method. But

these methods are complicatei and time consuming • .An exact

solution for a grid floor can be easily obtained by stiffness.

method. For easy and rapid analysis and design of grid floor,

the tables and design charts that were developed in this
study will be useful.

The saving of the computer storage J:equirement has been
a major aim in the development of the com~uter program. The

large stiffness elemen~~grid analysed in this study required

a large computer storar;e. To reduce this problem partitioning

method was followed where only the required portions of the

overall structure stiffness matrix corresponding to the total

degrees of freedom werf' generated.
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5.2 Conclusions

Parametric study involving VarlOUG structural

parameters such as width, depth, spacinr; of the grids were

made to ascertain its effects on moments, shears and

torsions. From the study of t he floor made in this invest i-

gations the followinr, conclusions may be drawn:

1) 'I.'he maximummoml'mtand shear occur along mid span

members for both the simply SUI)ported and fixed

supported continuous square grid while in the

corner supported grid it occur ',lonr; support line.

Hence critica.l section for desir;n is at the mid-

span for cont.inuous square grid and at the support

line for corner supported grid.

2) The torsion is zero at the mid-spanarui maximum

near the edges and corners.

3) For a change of p, for simply supported square

grid floor, from 1.0 to 7.2, the maximum torsional

moment decreases by 79.2';'10, vlhile the maximum

bending moment increases by 23.8%. Similarly for

fixed square grid floor these values are 81.1%

for torsion, 24.5"/0 and 7.9% for positive and

negative moments rl;spect ively.

4) The moment, shear, deflection alKi torsion of a

grid floor can be reduced significantly by decreasing

the spacing of grid members. The percentage of
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reduction for moment, shear and deflection are

approximately equal to the percentage of reduction
•. .

0.•. spac~ng.

5) ~or an orthogonal grid floor,the maximum moment

and deflection as obtained by plate method is lower
than that of stiffness method. This difference in

results between stiffness method and plate method

is less for fixed grid. For 45° skew grid floor,

square in plan, the positive moment at center as

obtained by slab analogy method is higher than that

obtained by stiffness method, while the slab analogy

method underestimates the positive and neF,ative

moments at the corners. This difference in results

is small at the center and large at the corners.

6) As the aspect ratio b/a increases, the coefficients

for maximum moment and shear in the shorter direction

increase for both the simply supported and fixed
square grid.

7) In the skew grid floor, maximum moment, shear and
torsion occur near the corners. So the critical

section for design is at the corners~

8) The moment and deflection can be reduced by using

skew grids. But skew grid requires higher number

.of members than the square grid floor.
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5.3 Recommendations for Further Study

The progralllthat is developed in this study is suitable

for any type of grid structures. J-lo\<ever,design tables and

.charts are developed for right grid only. Future studies

should be made to develop charts for skew grids.

In this study linear elastic method of analysis has

been used for grid floor. Future studiesq may be carried

out on the nonlinear and post elastic behaviour of grid

floor materials.
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